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1. Introduction: putting the concept of riskscape into the 

Korean developmental state’s nuclear policy

- This paper examines the ways in which how the Korean

developmental state has managed possible physical risks from a

nuclear power operation for national economic development by

focusing on spatial strategy.

- Existing DST studies are trapped in the so-called “methodological

nationalism” in which national state is ontologically regarded as a

dominant unit over other social units such as civil society while

recognizing social phenomena from the perspective of state-centrism.

- To avoid methodological nationalism, several scholars try to reveal

the fact that the Korean state has actively used a powerful hegemony

project to legitimatize the particular economic plan  “Modernization

of the Fatherland”.
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- This hegemonic project was very effective in curbing labor and

democratic movements at local and national levels and in

transforming local places into abstract national space not only for

national economic development but also for supplementing the

regime’s weak legitimacy

- The state needs concrete hegemonic practices for stable risk

management before possible opposition and resistance occur at the

local and national levels. Here, the concept of “riskscapes” (Müller-

Mahn, 2013) is useful for explaining risk management of the

developmental state

1. Introduction: putting the concept of riskscape into the 

Korean developmental state’s nuclear policy
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- Riskscapes mean the mixture of physical risk and peoples’s

perception of risk. “[W]e propose to relate riskscapes to risks and the

way they emerge through practice. This means riskscapes always

have to be understood from the perspective of individuals or groups,

and they may overlap in space and time, although they do not

necessarily and do not always do so…”

- One riskscape may have superiority over other riskscapes on the

terrain of a risk discourse. Namely, although riskscapes exist as a

plural form, there could be a dominant riskscape marginalizing other

riskscapes surrounding the same risk

1. Introduction: putting the concept of riskscape into the 

Korean developmental state’s nuclear policy
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- Korean state attempted to produce certain riskscape surrounding

nuclear power policy. Following the government’s logic, even

radioactive pollution occurs in the vicinity to the nuclear facility, the

outcome of the “national” development in the name of the

“Modernization of the Fatherland” is bigger than “local”

risk.(Nationalized riskscape)

- We will demonstrate that the Korean state could manage nuclear

facilities with the strategy of commercializing riskscapes

1. Introduction: putting the concept of riskscape into the 

Korean developmental state’s nuclear policy



2. The production of nuclear facilities as a nationalized 

riskscape
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- Nuclear power has been considered as significant power source from

the beginning of industrialization

- Juxtaposing ‘peaceful nuclear of liberal camp’ vs ‘destructive nuclear

of communist camp scheme’ (ideological terrain of cold war)

 Discursive construction of  nationalized riskscape surrounding nuclear 

policy 
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- Framing nuclear energy as an object of national development 

“Atoms for national development”, “motive power for national

development”, “pride of the nation”

Post stamp for celebrating the 2nd 

Five year economic development plan 

in 1971  nuclear power as symbol 

of national development

2. The production of nuclear facilities as a nationalized 

riskscape

 Discursive construction of  nationalized riskscape surrounding nuclear 

policy 
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- Regarding nuclear power plant a factory producing electricity and

factory is equal to regional development

2. The production of nuclear facilities as a nationalized 

riskscape

<Groundbreaking ceremony of Gori 

Nuclear power plant in 1971>

 Discursive construction of  nationalized riskscape surrounding nuclear 

policy 
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- Locations of Nuclear power

plants were nearby big cities

like Busan and Ulsan to cope

with high demand of electricity

for industrialization

- However, they are relatively

isolated places

2. The production of nuclear facilities as a nationalized 

riskscape

 Materiality of nationalized riskscape 
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- Logical relationship among

location of NPPs, national

electricity connection

networks, and prediction of

electricity demand is clear 

When a location of NPP is

decided, the spatial planning

of electricity connection is

established, with considering

electricity demand prediction

locally

2. The production of nuclear facilities as a nationalized 

riskscape

 Materiality of nationalized 

riskscape 

1995
1985

1965 1975
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- This nationalized riskscape was very successful in constructing

nuclear facilities for the ‘national’ economic development and in

marginalizing ‘local’ community’s risk.

- However, understanding the context at this level is superficial and

could be trapped ‘methodological nationalism’.

- For a successful establishment of a nationalized riskscape, it

needs more delicate strategy to transform locally produced

riskscapes where nuclear facilities are constructed into seemingly

safe and significant national space for national development

2. The production of nuclear facilities as a nationalized 

riskscape
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- Concerning production of riskscapes, two institutional changes

deserve attention.

- First of all, Law of Protection and Countermeasure against

Radioactive Disaster from Nuclear Facility was enacted in 2003.

- According to this law, to prepare emergent accident of radioactivity, a

certain surrounding areas of nuclear facilities should be designated

as ‘radioactive emergency planning district’. It is radius 8-10 km of

NPP (in case of RWDS, 1.5 km).

3. Localization of risk by exposing spaces:   

commercialized riskscape 
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- Secondly, NPP was included as an object of ‘tax on regional

resources and facilities’ in 2006. The tax is imposed on the utilization

of regional resources and facilities to tackle with the external effects

from use of the resources and facilities like NPP.

- Interesting thing of the taxation is the mismatch of risky spaces

between administrative unit and expecting damaged spaces.

- In this taxation, risky spaces are determined by administrative unit,

but even neighboring area of the unit within radius 5Km from NPP is

not considered as target of the tax. Thus, such kind of production of

riskscapes always excludes physically risky spaces.

3. Localization of risk by exposing spaces:   

commercialized riskscape 



• New Nuclear Power Plants
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- With the advent of democratization of society and anti-nuclear 

movement, NPP is considered as reluctant facility and NPP was 

cause and result of uneven regional development. 

- Riskscape of NPPs complexes is produced with new concerns on 

compensation and dangerous aspects of NPP rather than its 

effect for the national economy and industrialization

3. Localization of risk by exposing spaces:   

commercialized riskscape 



• New Nuclear Power Plants
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- The event of inviting ‘New Gori NPP’ by governor of Uljoo County, 

during 1998-2000, maybe displayed significant change in producing 

riskscapes

- Before the event, construction of NPP was regarded as agenda of 

national policy, but case of the ‘New Gori NPP’ inviting event rescaled

the nuclear regime from national scale to local scale. 

- Local government with low fiscal independence strategically selected 

NPP as a tool for securing sufficient regional finance. 

3. Localization of risk by exposing spaces:   

commercialized riskscape 



• New Nuclear Power Plants
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- In case of new NPPs, central government designated possible 

locations and requested the administrative unit(local government 

with agreement of local council) to invite them. Different from top-

down strategy

- Since late 1970s and early 1980s, new locations for new NPP were 

sought by central government. However, owing to harsh dissent and 

resistance from residents, new NPPs were determined to be located 

at existing locations of NPPs(New Gori, New Wolsung, New Uljin 

NPP Complexes). 

3. Localization of risk by exposing spaces:   

commercialized riskscape 



• Radioactive waste depository site

- Since 1983, central government has sought appropriate means for

radioactive waste management. However, residents and local civil

NGOs resisted against the location policy of RWDS.

- In 2003, central government promised approximately 300 million

USD financial support and pursuit of projects like tourist industry

development and regional specific one. However, there were mass

rally against the designation of RWDS in candidate regions and

government announced that request from any other region would be

accepted.
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3. Localization of risk by exposing spaces:   

commercialized riskscape 



• Radioactive waste depository site

- In July 2003, governor of Buan County submitted request for RWDS by

himself, despite of the disagreement of local council for the request and

Buan County was chosen for final RWDS. However this decision faced

full-fledged anti-RWDS movement from the grassroots and the movement

lasted for 280 days. After local referendum, locating plan was cancelled
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Case of Buan 

county’s resistance 

against radioactive 

waste disposal 

facility

Buan <Hankyore Newspaper>, 

15.2.2004

3. Localization of risk by exposing spaces:   

commercialized riskscape 
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• Radioactive waste depository site

- In January 2004, government enacted ‘Law for local referendum’ and 

implemented   Government announced public contest with local 

referendum for location of RWDS. 

- To attain interest from residents, supporting fund of approximately 

300 million USD and relocation of headquarter of KHNP were 

promised by government.

- Gyeongju City, Gunsan City, Yeongduk County and Pohang City 

submitted request for invitation of RWDS. Finally, Gyeongju City won 

the bidding with high rate of consent(89.5%) at local referendum, 

and Bonggil Ri, Yangbuk Myun of Gyeongju City was decided as 

location of RWDS in 2005

3. Localization of risk by exposing spaces:   

commercialized riskscape 
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- The competition system based on 

dazzling amount of money for the 

location of RWDS as political 

ideology for mobilizing people, 

contributed to enhance the vote and 

consent rate of local referendum

- The government evaluated it as new 

model for resolving social conflict 

and as momentum for realization of 

local autonomy based on grassroots 

democracy. 

- However, in reality, the decision 

making process of locating RWDS at 

Gyeongju City commodified social 

conflicts

• Radioactive waste depository site

3. Localization of risk by exposing spaces:   

commercialized riskscape 
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- In this phase, neo-liberal rhetoric for location policy of nuclear power 

facilities were dominant

- The Korean state did not try to hide the risk or legitimize it with the 

terms of national security or economic development of state anymore. 

Instead, it made the risk very visible and persuaded people to accept 

risk as a profitable opportunity for regional development. Local space 

came to be exposed rather than hidden for the national development.  

Thus, nationalized riskscapes were transformed into commercialized 

riskscapes.

- The strategy of localization of risk by exposing spaces actually exposed 

the irresponsibility and incompetence of government in managing 

nuclear related risk. 

3. Localization of risk by exposing spaces:   

commercialized riskscape 



4. Conclusion

- Through scrutinizing the historical transition of the developmental

state’s strategies of risk management, we could describe it as

strategy of commercializing riskscapes

- Under the influence of political and economic liberalization and

using the strategy of exposing risk, the Korean state also

attempted to reveal the risks and commercialize them into the

competitive market. Thus, risks were visible and commercialized,

and the construction of riskscapes was dynamically contested

among various social forces at diverse levels
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4. Conclusion

- The spatial strategy of government concerning to the nuclear

facilities seems to be changed. Since, new government

announced de-nuclear energy policy. And the decision of

suspension of new nuclear power plants under construction was

dependent upon public deliberation for three months 

Continuation of construction won 59.5%

- In some sense, spatial strategy of nuclear facilities seems to move

towards more democratic way. However, at the same time, the

responsibility of government came to be questionable. The

riskscapes of a developmental state are varied and ever-changing
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Thank you!!


